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Abstract
IoT is becoming a multi billion dollar market and has shown exponential growth in the last few years. IoT deployments targeting
different application domains are being unfolded at various administrative levels such as countries, states, local councils, corporations, or even individual households. As a result, it is pivotal for
government defense bodies to attain wireless situational awareness in any scenario, to profile the type of traffic and number of
devices connected and their diverse activities. For corporations,
these IoTs are usually connected via Low Power WAN technologies
(LP-WANs) that have a low power consumption whilst supporting
longer transmission ranges. LoRa (Long Range) is one of such LPWAN technologies that has recently gained significant popularity
due to its ease of deployment. For individual households, WiFi is
a common WAN technology used. In this paper, we present our
work on tools for passive sniffing for both WiFi and LoRa, built
using off-the-shelf hardware. By solely carrying out passive measurements in a given location, our tool is able to deduce the devices
connected and their activities in action for WiFi. For LoRa, our
tool can provide important insights related to LoRa deployments
such as available LoRa networks, deployed sensors, their make, and
transmission patterns.

CCS Concepts
• Networks → Network measurement; Sensor networks; Network reliability; • Computer systems organization → Embedded systems.
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Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) deployments are becoming increasingly
common in multiple application domains such as smart buildings

and cities, agriculture, manufacturing, transport, health care, and
environmental monitoring. According to recent reports, over 25
billion IoT devices are currently connected to the Internet and
expected to grow exponentially [14]. The total size of the IoT market
is expected to reach 450 billion US dollars by the end of 2020 [15].
Short-range radio access for IoT devices is dominated by wellknown protocols such as Bluetooth LE, WiFi, ZigBee, and Z-Wave.
However, long range IoT communications with a range of tens or
hundreds of kilometers need a special set of WAN protocols with
minimum power usage (commonly known as LPWAN protocols)
with more focus on low bit-rate periodic transfers. Such protocols
include LoRa [7], NB-IoT [5], and SigFox [13]. Among these protocols, LoRa is becoming increasingly popular due to its use of
an unlicensed frequency band, ease of deployment, low cost, and
flexibility in choosing an operator [11]. LoRa sensors are currently
used in applications in the likes of smart cities [2], agriculture and
livestock management [1], transport and logistics [4], and manufacturing [3]. As of now, over 100 LoRa operators exist globally [6] and
many more customer-managed gateways connect to open networks
such as The Things Network (TTN).1
Consequently, the growth of IoT deployment calls for government bodies to have wireless situational awareness to understand
the kind of wireless traffic active, as well as the number of connected
sensors and their status at all times. As it is a common practice in
natural disasters or tactical operations in an unfamiliar territory to
conduct wireless scans and assess what kind of operational wireless
infrastructure and check whether any type of communication is
on-going, data gathered by such means can be crucial and provide
vital information about survivors or telemetry from a region where
the support or tactical teams have limited access [8].
To this end, we have built a hardware and software framework
for taking passive measurements from WiFi and LoRa networks.
They are built using only commodity hardware and are able to
passively capture LoRa and WiFi frames in the neighbourhood. Our
work on WiFi passive sniffing leverages a hierarchical approach to
deduce devices in operation and their activities in action. For LoRa,
we are able to enumerate and identify operational LoRa sensors in
the neighbourhood, the networks they are connected to, their data
transmission patterns, and activation methods. In this extended
abstract, we summarise the details of the passive LoRa network
situational awareness tool, the dataset, and the preliminary results.

2

Passive Sniffing Tool

Separate tools were developed for each wireless network type. WiFi
network traces were captured using a Raspberry Pi 3 [12] running
Kali Linux [9] using tcpdump [16] with the wireless interface in
monitor mode.
1 https://www.thethingsnetwork.org/
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devices. In some of these locations such as location 6, inquiring the
difference in the number of devices was able to help the authorities
in identifying the issue of deployed devices going offline due to
their batteries running out.
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Results

LoRa data analysis revealed five network operators in use, with
TTN being the most popular. For the selected locations, Fig. 2 shows
that more sensors are deployed on the 923 MHz frequency band
compared to 915 MHz band (209 vs 69) whilst more packets are
transmitted on 915 MHz (39,792 vs 14,303). Only TTN operates on
both bands.
Fig. 3 presents an anonymous geographical map of the measurement locations. Highest LoRa activities and number of sensors
were observed for Universities and CBD locations. Location 3 has
generated the most number of packets (approximately a few hundreds per hour) whereas most number of sensors were observed in
Location 5 (108 in total). Out of the locations where we were able
to confirm the number of deployed devices through the authorities
responsible, our results identified at least 84.4% of the deployed
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Figure 2: Observed network operators.

Data Collection Methodology & Dataset

For LoRa, we validated our data extraction using 11 different LoRa
sensors. We then conducted a state-wide LoRa network performance and situational awareness study deploying our tool across
eight geographically distributed key locations by collecting data
for one-week per location.
Based on the observed physical payload of a LoRa packet, we are
able to extract message types, unique sensor identifiers, transmission frequency and time of transmission. Using this information,
we are able to deduce sensor manufacturers through an online
API [10], the network operator hosting the sensor, and the transmission interval.
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For LoRa, we built a variant of an offline LoRaWAN gateway
that logs all the messages sent by any LoRa sensors in range as our
tool LoRadar, because LoRa sensors broadcast messages and any
gateway in the range listening on the same frequency band is able
to pick them up. Indeed as the data is encrypted with the network
key, we will not be able to read the packet payload. However, for
each packet, we are able to read all the information in the packet
header and extract a significant amount of wireless link quality
related parameters and deployment statistics. Due to the diversity
in LoRa sensor and gateway hardware setups, we provide support
for three types of LoRa hardware as explained in our Github repository at https:// github.com/ loradar/ loradar_tool, similar to version
1 as shown in Fig. 1. Additionally, our tools support a visual representation of the collected information on a web dashboard, further
detailed in our Github repository mentioned above.
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Figure 3: Geographical map of LoRadar measurement locations.
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Conclusion & Future Work

To summarize, we demonstrated the feasibility of wireless situational awareness in WiFi and LoRa through passive packet sniffing
using off-the-shelf hardware modules. We systematically validated
the accuracy of information extraction and the robustness of the
developed tool by conducting a set of experiments with real devices in controlled settings as well as with a real sensor network
deployment. Our measurement results also shed light on possible
security vulnerabilities and commercially sensitive information
leakage through WiFi and LoRa networks. In future work, we aim
to increase the portability of our tool to enable a much wider range
of measurement scenarios and develop mitigation strategies to
limit the sensitive information leakage and predictive nature of
transmissions, using our tools to validate the proposed strategies.
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